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Appendix 1 – Historical Content 
 
Below are five key points from the sites history that form a starting point for artistic 
responses and act as a catalyst for ideas.  They are by no means exhaustive, further 
research should be undertaken and is encouraged.   
 
The project partners, TRANSITion, have collected a significant amount of oral histories 
through interviewing and recording the people who worked at the Former Ford factory.  
Excerpts from this record form an important archive for the project, and one artist will be 
able to draw upon with selected recording being used as the source material for audio in 
this work.  After a Round 1 proposal has been selected we will arrange for the artist to 
meet with the group, discuss their oral history archive and work in partnership to select 
recordings. 
 
 
1. The flight of Rowland Moon in his tractor monoplane ‘Moonbeam II’ 
 
Edwin Rowland Moon was Southampton’s first pioneer aviator. His first flight was made 
from North Stoneham Farm, which is now known as Southampton Airport on 1 June 1910 
in his tractor monoplane ‘Moonbeam II’. The aircraft was built locally in Southampton, and 
brought to the farm by horse and cart. The first flight took place at a time when aircraft did 
not exist and heralded a momentous moment for Hampshire and for aviation as a whole. 
 
Moon tragically drowned following an air crash off Felixstowe on 29 April 1920, aged just 
33. His funeral was held on 5 May 1920, and the grave headstone in Southampton (Old) 
Cemetery was made from the propeller of the aircraft, which claimed his life, and is still in 
place today. 
 
A local interest story that demonstrates the importance Southampton has played in the 
development of aviation. 
 
2. Shadow Factory and the production of Supermarine Spitfires 
 
British shadow factories were the outcome of the Shadow Scheme, a plan devised in 1935 
and developed by the British Government in the build up to World War II to try to meet the 
urgent need for more aircraft using technology transfer from the motor industry to 
implement additional manufacturing capacity. 
 
Cunliffe-Owen Aircraft was a British aircraft manufacturer of the World War II era. They 
were primarily a repair and overhaul shop, but also a construction shop for other 
companies' designs, notably the Supermarine Seafire (a naval version of the Supermarine 
Spitfire). On the outbreak of World War II, all of the factory's capacity was switched to 
produce parts for the Supermarine Spitfire. 
 
The site was recognised as an important part of the British war effort and was a strategic 
target for the German Luftwaffe who bombed the location on a number of occasions, the 
first in September 1940. 
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3. The refugee camp for Basque children of 1937 
 
On the 21st May 1937 the Basque children left for Britain on the steam ship called the 
‘Habana’. Each child had been given a cardboard hexagonal disk to pin on their clothes 
with an identification number and the words 'Expedición a Inglaterra' printed on it. The 
ship, which was supposed to carry around 800 passengers, actually carried 3840 children, 
80 teachers, 120 helpers, 15 catholic priests and 2 doctors. 
The steamer arrived at Southampton on 23rd May 1937. Thousands of people lined the 
quayside to welcome the children. They were sent in busloads to a camp at North 
Stoneham in Eastleigh that had been set up in three fields. The camp was set up in less 
than two weeks and was the result of the whole local community pulling together to 
achieve a remarkable effort. 
 
The former Ford Factory site is synonymous with war preparations and it suffered a great 
deal at the hands of enemy pilots having been bombed several time during World War II. 
However, this story of the Basque children refugees demonstrates an alternative story of 
how the site was used to welcome people and protect them form the devastation that war 
can bring. 
 
4. Establishment of the Ford Factory 
 
Cunliffe-Owen was placed in receivership in 1947 enabling Briggs Motor Bodies to 
purchase the factory in 1949 and supply Ford of Britain with bodies for their vehicles. In 
1953 Ford acquired Briggs Motor Bodies, and gained control of the whole plant. The 
factory now specialised in building truck bodies, which were attached to the chassis that 
had been produced at Slough. 
 
From 1965, Ford had started to produce the Ford Transit in Great Britain, with bodies sent 
by road from Swaythling to be mated with chassis at the Langley, Berkshire factory, near 
Slough. In 1972, Ford of Britain invested £5M in the Southampton plant, enabling it to 
make the complete Transit van. The first Transit rolled off the production line in the same 
year, and was given to the mayor of Southampton to be used as a gift for a local charity. 
 
The Ford Factory was an incredibly important provider of employment in Southampton. 
The height of production for the plant was from 1972 until the mid-1980s with the factory 
employing 4,500 workers. 
 
There is a great deal of information relating to the Ford Factory at Southampton’s Local 
Studies and Maritime Library. 
 
5. Closure of the Ford Factory and oral documentation of workers 
 
The last vehicle was produced at the factory on 26 July 2013, ending Ford's vehicle 
assembly operations in the UK. In the last year that the factory was open a local Freelance 
Oral History and Heritage Consultant called Padmini Broomfield carried out an extensive 
series of oral history interviews with the employees based at the factory producing an 
incredibly rich social history resource. 
 
The TRANSITion project offers potential scope for collaboration and offers additional 
social history that could be explored as part of the background research for this 
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commission. We have already made contact with Padmini Broomfield who has expressed 
an interest in working together and exploring the possible connections that might exist as 
the public art commission develops. 
	  



Appendix 2  – Public art commission for Wide Lane Phase 1 - A History 
of Movement by Isabella Martin 
	  
	  
The artwork, A History of Movement, by Isabella Martin was commissioned by Mountpark 
and produced by ‘a space’ arts for the 2017 development of the former Ford Factory site 
on Wide Lane, Southampton. 
 
The artwork of 20 polished steel signs running along Wide Lane presents a history of 
movement at the former Ford Motors Factory Site by referencing actions that have taken 
place on this site over the last 11,700 years. 
 
Each word is an action verb inspired by this long and varied history, and is placed in 
chronological order to reflect this history and evoke the past uses of the site. The shape of 
the individual signs is inspired by the rounded rectangular front grill on the classic Ford 
Transit Van, the yellow posts of the signs match the machinery fencing used throughout 
the Ford Motors Factory and the font is inspired by the lettering on RAF aircraft, first used 
at the site during World War II. 
 
For further information please see - aspacearts.org.uk/a-history-of-movement 
 
 

 



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

The Longest Bench, Littlehampton
by Studio Weave
The longest bench in Britain was opened to the 
public in Littlehampton, West Sussex on 30th July 
2010. The bench seats over 300 people along 
Littlehampton’s promenade, overlooking the town’s 
award-winning Blue Flag beach.

This project began as an idea to create a distinctive 
sense of place along the promenade – and what 
better than the longest bench in the UK, or perhaps 
eventually the world. The structure sinuously 
travels along the promenade, meandering around 
lampposts, bending behind bins, and ducking down 
into the ground to allow access between the beach 
and the green.

Like a seaside boardwalk the Longest Bench rests 
gently on its habitat and adapts to its surroundings 
while like a charm bracelet it connects and defines 
the promenade as a whole, underlining it as a 
collection of individual playful places that can be 
added to throughout its lifetime. 



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

Modified Social Benches
by Jeppe Hein
Out of investigating architecture, communication, 
and social behaviour in the urban space, a series 
of bench designs was born under the common title 
Modified Social Benches. The bench designs borrow 
their basic form from the ubiquitous park or garden 
bench, but are altered to various degrees to make 
the act of sitting a conscious physical endeavour. 
With their modifications, the benches transform 
their surroundings into places of activity rather than 
rest and solitude; they foster exchange between the 
users and the passers-by, thus lending the work a 
social quality. Due to their alterations, the benches 
end up somewhere between a dysfunctional object 
and a functional piece of furniture, and therefore 
demonstrate the contradiction between artwork and 
functional object.

Various incarnations of these benches have been 
installed in a variety of different sites around 
the world including the Southbank in London, a 
waterfront park in New York, 

Made from Powder-coated galvanised steel.



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

One Two Three Swing! Tate Modern, 
London
By SUPERFLEX
An orange line connecting dozens of three-seated 
swings weaves through the Turbine Hall, emerging 
onto the terrace outside Tate Modern where it will 
activate the space throughout the day and night and 
continue to extend over time. 

Each swing has been designed for three people by 
Danish artists’ collective SUPERFLEX. Swinging 
with two other people has greater potential than 
swinging alone and One Two Three Swing! invites us 
to realise this potential together. Swinging as three, 
our collective energy resists gravity and challenges 
the laws of nature.



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

Swing Sling
By WMB Studio
Inspired by the many deck chairs that inhabit 
Toronto’s Kew and Balmy beaches during the 
summer, Sling Swing seeks to reinstate the colour, 
movement and function they provide, within a winter 
context.

The elements of a traditional deckchair, a canvas 
sling and a frame, are reconfigured to provide users 
with an enveloping shelter from the winds and to 
create a fun, comfortable, meeting place, suspended 
above the icy sand. The slings are clustered together 
to trap pockets of air within the layers of canvas, and 
to bring people together to keep warm.

From afar, the colourful canvases evoke a sense of 
summer warmth and beach nostalgia, whilst the 
breeze continuously animates their forms, bringing 
movement and dynamic colour to the winter 
landscape. The bright orange of the canvas was 
inspired by the life-saving paraphernalia attached 
to the stand, both as a reference to stand’s function, 
and to act as a warm, contrasting beacon within the 
frozen landscape.



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

The Whispers, Folkestone
By Christian Boltanski
Christian Boltanski’s The Whispers, is a sound 
installation sited at four benches on The Leas, 
originally commissioned for the Folkestone Triennial 
2008. 

The sound is triggered when visitors sit down. The 
voices you hear are reading letters to and from 
servicemen of the First World War. 

Having passed through Folkestone on their way to 
the battlefields in France and Belgium, the town 
became a poignant site for the soldiers in these 
personal and intimate reflections on love and 
separation in the midst of war. 

The letters were presented to the Folkestone 
Triennial 2008 by the people of Folkestone and were 
read to participants by the people of Folkestone



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

Church Street Bench
By Bahbak Hashemi-Nezhad
The Church Street Bench is formed of wooden 
diamonds cut from construction spruce-ply, which fit 
flush into the latticed face of the found crates. Each 
set of tiles consists of twenty natural and twenty 
cyan pieces designed to fit into a crate from the 
Sunblest bakery.

The benches take their name from a street in 
Paddington, north west London, where the crates 
were found, conceived, designed and then re-
deployed into a market environment.

Making use of an item often omnipresent on 
London’s market streets, the bench creates a 
decorative and solid functional surface that 
extends the vernacular use whilst capitalising on 
the ubiquitous nature, temporary ownership and 
availability of the plastic bread crate.       



Benches Research
Wide Lane, Southampton, Phase 2

Steps
By Raw Edges
Commissioned by Now Gallery in 2017, Steps is a new 
concrete seating design, aimed to redefine how people 
use public space

Steps is a cluster of concrete seats outside NOW Gallery 
on Peninsula Square. The aim is to create a place for 
two to nest, invite people to dwell, play, lean and relax 
in this new swathe of London and enjoy the developing 
surroundings. Fabricated by Mass Concrete, the simplicity 
of the seating stands out from the contrasting concrete 
metropolis and blends into the surrounding verdant 
Peninsula gardens.  

“Our main inspiration was people’s search for resting 
spots within the city;  we can all find relaxing spots that 
were not designed to become seats like stairs, pavement 
edges or low brick walls. 

We looked into this behaviour; this hunter’s eye that looks 
for the ideal resting position,such as students during a 
lunch break, a group of builders having coffee on site or 
a bunch of friends sitting on the pavement and came 
up with this small urban landscape that is made from a 
cluster of concrete units.”



Listening Benches 
 
Reasons to be Cheerful (2000) 

By Mil Stricevic 
Situated on Poet’s Corner in Pembroke Lodge Gardens lies the Ian Dury bench, in memory 
of the rock star best known for his songs Hit Me with Your Rhythm Stick and What a Waste. 
 
The ‘Sonic Vista’ bench was originally conceived as a subversion of the archetypical park 
bench, modified very simply to afford unique experiences in public spaces by allowing 
anyone with their own headphones to plug in and enjoy the context-specific soundtrack. 
Each bench contains 2 solar-powered MP3 players, configured to start playing as soon as 
the headphones is plugged in, and to stop on removal. 
 
Unfortunately, in 2013, the solar-powered MP3 players in the Ian Dury bench were found 
vandalised or had succumbed to the elements. A new approach was required. In 2015 Ian’s 
family, with help from the Royal Parks, put in place plans to refurbish the bench and it was 
decided to replace the MP3 players and the solar panels with metal plates on which a QR 
code can be scanned via a smartphone.  
 
Other ‘Sonic Vista’ Benches 
 
World of Sound (2008) 



By Mil Stricevic 
Commissioned by NuMusic for the Norwegian city of Stavanger as part of the cultural 
programme to celebrate their status as twinned European City of Culture with Liverpool in 
2008. 
 
10 Sonic Vista benches were set in locations both in and around the city, each with a 
specially commissioned soundtrack from a roster of local and international composers of 
experimental electronic music: one of which is the official memorial bench for Karlheinz 

Stockhausen. 
 
“It made sense to have the benches manufactured in 
Norway (Norwegian Wood!), and we were fortunate to find 
a perfect partner in local Stavanger firm RANSO, which 
employs a local workforce with varying degrees of disability 
in the production of various 'municipal' wooden products. 
The design of the bench reflects both the spirit of the audio 
content (modern, strong, angular) and RANSO's fabrication 
capabilities.” 
 
An SMS service was incorporated into the project, whereby 
each bench had a unique number, which could be dialled 



from a mobile phone for extra information on the particular composer and soundtrack. A 
credit card-sized fold-out map was produced to show the bench locations and information on 
all the composers. 
 
One aspect of the physical design of the bench was that it's flat surfaces deliberately allowed 
for 'surface decoration': NuMusic also promotes 'street art', and in anticipation of 'tagging' 
from locals we invited a local graffiti artist to decorate one of the benches destined to be 
placed near a city-centre skateboard park. 
 
To See the World Differently, Listen (2016) 
By Mil Stricevic 
 
A bespoke ‘Sonic Vista’ audio bench for BBC Radio 4, which toured around the UK - 

London, Glasgow, Cardiff and Belfast - before settling into a final home at the BBC 
Broadcasting House. 
 
In an attempt to engage a new audience for Radio 4 in its 50th anniversary year, the 
proposal built on the station's strapline: "To see the world differently, listen..." by embedding 
bespoke content directly into an unusual context - 4 railway stations - and making it freely 
accessible to anyone with a pair of headphones. 
 
Context-specific audio was embedded into each seat, accessed by plugging in the 
headphones and featuring a skip switch to allow users to explore the playlist. 
 
The bench was built in oak by Ben Coode Adams, and tech help was provided by Jen Sykes 



 
Other listening benches 
 
You Are Hear: Sound and a Sense of Place (2017) 

 
In 2017, The Essex Sound and Video Archive at the Essex Record Office received 
funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund to run a project called You Are Hear: sound and 
a sense of place. The aim of the project is to digitise and catalogue some of the audio 
and video recordings held in the Archive, and then help people learn about them, 
engage with them, and enjoy them.  
 
Eighteen listening benches were built and installed in cities and towns across Essex. 
These solar-powered park benches have in-built speakers, so at the touch of a button 
they play back clips of recordings from the Essex Sound and Video Archive. The clips 
give an insight into the heritage of the surrounding area, mostly from memories of long-
standing residents first recorded as oral history interviews; they were chosen by 
volunteers from that community.  
 
The Whispers (2008) 
By Christian Boltanski  



Christian Boltanski’s contribution to the Folkestone Triennial - The Whispers - was a sound 
installation sited at four benches on The Leas. The sound was triggered when visitors sat 
down. The voices heard were reading letters to and from servicemen of the First World War.  
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Appendix 4 – Site images and plans 
The images below show the area for the location of the artwork – clearly the site is in a 
state of transition and imagination is required.  Better images will be available after the 
Expression of Interest stage. 
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FEATHERED TREES
1.75-2.0m height 2x transplanted
Well furnished with lateral shoots to base
Root wrapped

Abbrv. Species Common Name Qty.
Ac Acer campestre Field Maple 5
Pp Prunus padus Bird Cherry 6
Sa Sorbus aria Whitebeam 4
Sau Sorbus aucuparia Rowan 5

Total 20

PROPOSED LOW GROUNDCOVER PLANTING
(450mm depth of topsoil)
Ultimate plant height is below 1m. (Max. 600mm height planting within visibility splays)

Pot
Species Supply Size Size Spacing
Cotoneaster conspicuus 'Decorus' 300-400mm 3L 500mm c/s
Cotoneaster dammeri 'Coral Beauty' 400-600mm 3L 500mm c/s
Escallonia 'Apple Blossom' 400-600mm 3L 500mm c/s
Euonymus fortunei 'Emerald & Gold' 200-300mm 3L 450mm c/s
Hypericum x moserianum 300-400mm 3L 500mm c/s
Lonicera nitida 'Maygreen' 300-400mm 2L 600mm c/s
Potentilla fruiticosa 'Primrose Beauty' 200-300mm 3L 500mm c/s
Prunus laurocerasus 'Cherry Brandy' 300-400mm 3L 600mm c/s
Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken' 300-400mm 3L 600mm c/s
Rosa 'Kent' 300-400mm 3L 450mm c/s
Rosa 'Max Graf' 400-600mm 2L 450mm c/s
Rubus 'Betty Ashburner' 300-400mm 2L 500mm c/s
Spiraea japonica 'Candlelight' 200-300mm 3L 600mm c/s
Stephanandra incisa 'Crispa' 200-300mm 2L 500mm c/s
Symphoricarpos x c. 'Hancock' 400-600mm 3L 500mm c/s
Viburnum davidii 200-300mm 3L 450mm c/s
Vinca minor 200-300mm 2L 450mm c/s

PROPOSED WILDFLOWER GRASS SEED AREAS
(Cultivated subsoil to a depth of 150mm)
DLF Seeds Ltd. 'PRO FLORA 7' (Hedgerow & Light Shade)
80% grass / 20% wildflower mix, sown at 5gms/m2

PROPOSED SPECIMEN SHRUBS
(450mm depth of topsoil)

Pot
Abbrv. Species Supply Size Size Qty.
Mxm'WS' Mahonia x media 'Winter Sun' 900-1200mm 15L 4
Sn'BL' Sambucus nigra 'Black Lace' 800-1000 25L 5
Vp'M' Viburnum plicatum 'Mariesii' 800-1000mm 20L 2

Total 11

PROPOSED INDIGENOUS HEDGEROW
(300mm depth of topsoil)
Planted at 450mm centres in a double staggered row. Rows to be 500mm apart.
To be maintained to a height of 1500mm

% Species Common Name
15 Corylus avellana Common Hazel
35 Crataegus monogyna Common Hawthorn
10 Fagus sylvatica Common Beech
10 Ligustrum vulgare Common Privet
15 Prunus spinosa Blackthorn
5 Viburnum lantana Wayfaring Tree
10 Viburnum opulus Guelder Rose

PROPOSED CONIFEROUS TREES
(Tree pit size: 1000x1000x750mm backfilled with topsoil)
2.5-3.0m height
Rootballed

Abbrv. Species Common Name Qty.
Ps Picea sitchensis Sitka Spruce 7
Pnm Pinus nigra maritima Corsican Pine 5
Pr Pinus radiata Monterey Pine 8
Psy Pinus sylvestris Scots Pine 3
Pw Pinus wallichiana Bhutan Pine 4

Total 27

PROPOSED ORNAMENTAL SHRUB PLANTING
(450mm depth of topsoil)
Ultimate plant height is above 1m.

Pot
Species Supply Size Size Spacing
Cornus alba 'Elegantissima' 600-800mm 3L 600mm c/s
Cornus alba 'Sibirica' 400-600mm 3L 600mm c/s
Cornus stolonifera 'Flaviramea' 600-800mm 3L 600mm c/s
Corylus maxima 'Purpurea' 400-600mm 3L 750mm c/s
Cotoneaster 'Cornubia' 400-600mm 3L 750mm c/s
Mahonia x 'Winter Sun' 300-400mm 3L 600mm c/s
Photinia fraseri 'Red Robin' 400-600mm 3L 750mm c/s
Spiraea nipponica 'Snowmound' 400-600mm 3L 600mm c/s
Viburnum tinus 'Eve Price' 200-300mm 3L 750mm c/s
Viburnum x burkwoodi 300-400mm 3L 600mm c/s

PROPOSED THICKET MIX PLANTING
(300mm depth of topsoil)

Where woodland or thicket is planted next to a hard surface/kerb/fence, it
should be positioned 1m from the edge.

Transplants planted in groups of 7-15 of the same species on a 1.0m grid.

% Species Common Name
15 Corylus avellana Common Hazel
30 Crataegus monogyna Common Hawthorn
7.5 Ilex aquifolium Common Holly
15 Ligustrum vulgare Common Privet
10 Prunus spinosa Blackthorn
10 Salix caprea Goat willow
7.5 Ulex europaeus Common Gorse
5 Viburnum opulus Guelder Rose

KEY

EXISTING TREES TO BE RETAINED

EXTRA HEAVY STANDARD TREES
(Tree pit size: 1500x1500x900mm backfilled with topsoil)
18-20cm stem girth
4.5-6.0m height
1.8-2.1m clear stem
Rootballed
Trees labeled (f) are all fastigiate form species

Abbrv. Species Common Name Qty.
Ac'S' Acer campestre 'Streetwise' Field Maple var. 10
Ap'C' Acer platanoides 'Columnare' Norway Maple var.(f) 5
Aa Ailanthus altissima Tree of heaven 8
Cb'FF' Carpinus betulus 'Frans Fontaine' Hornbeam var. (f) 7
Fs'D' Fagus sylvatica 'Dawyck' Beech var. (f) 3
Jn Juglans nigra Black Walnut 1
Lt Liriodendron tulipifera Tulip Tree 1
Mg Magnolia grandiflora Bull Bay 3
Pa Prunus avium Wild Cherry 6
Pc'C' Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer' Callery Pear (f) 4
Qi Quercus ilex Holm Oak 1
Qrf Quercus robur fastigiata Cypress Oak (f) 2
Tc Tilia cordata Small-leaved lime 10
Txe Tilia x europaea Common Lime 5

Total 66

SITE BOUNDARY

PROPOSED ORNAMENTAL HEDGEROW(450mm depth of topsoil)Planted at 450mm centres in a double staggered row. Rows to be 500mm apart.Po
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Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'400-600mm3L

EXISTING TREES TO BE REMOVED (14no. total)
Note: Refer to BCA 1640-16-08 'Tree Retention, Protection & Removal Plan' for details
(Trees removed to facilitate proposed development or as recommended in the
'Pre-Development Tree Survey' February 2016, by Midland Tree Surgeons)

SEMI-MATURE TREE
(Tree pit size: 2000x2000x1000mm backfilled with topsoil)
20-25cm stem girth
6.0-6.5m height
3m clear stem
Rootballed

Abbrv. Species Common Name Qty.
Ap Acer platanoides Norway Maple 22
Pxh Platanus x hispanica London Plane 14
Txe Tilia x europaea Common Lime 10

Total 46

CLIMBING PLANTS TO GREEN ACOUSTIC BARRIER
(450mm depth of topsoil)
To be planted along entire length of barriers (car park side only). All plants to be caned & trained to freely
self-attach onto barrier

Abbrv. Species Common Name Supply size Pot Size Spacing Qty.
Hh'H' Hedera helix 'Hibernica' Irish Ivy 1.5-2.0m 10L 4/m² (250mm c/s) 384 

PROPOSED ORNAMENTAL HEDGEROW
(300mm depth of topsoil)
(Evergreen single species maintained to max. 900mm high)
Planted at 450mm centres in a double staggered row. Rows to be 500mm apart.

Species Size Pot Size
Lonicera nitida 400-600mm      3L

PROPOSED COLUMNAR READY HEDGING TO GREEN ACOUSTIC BARRIER
(450mm depth of topsoil)
Column shaped - square hedge, neatly clipped & positioned in front of each vertical post along barrier at 4m
centres

Abbrv. Species Common Name Supply size Root Spacing Qty.
Cb Carpinus betulus Common Hornbeam 1m x 1m x 4m Root balled 4m c/s 23

PROPOSED INDIGENOUS HEDGEROW FOR SHADED & DRY LOCATIONS
(300mm depth of topsoil)
Planted at 450mm centres in a double staggered row. Rows to be 500mm apart.
To be maintained to a height of 1500mm

% Species Common Name
20 Acer campestre Field Maple
15 Carpinus betulus Common Hornbeam
60 Crataegus monogyna Common Hawthorn
5 Sorbus aria Whitebeam
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A - Amended to latest MSA layout (Dwg. No. 30822-PL-30 Rev. C), comments 17.03.16 DLCB
received from meeting with SCC on 15.03.2016 & tree species added. 

NOTES:

This drawing is based on the following Architect's information: Michael Sparks Associates
'Site Layout Plan Small Units' (Drawing number: 30822-PL-200 Rev. A)

All existing tree sizes as shown are taken from Midland Tree Surgeons 'Pre-Development
Tree Survey' dated February 2016. All existing trees shown as retained are subject to the
extent of impacts found upon the trees root protection areas (RPA) by the proposed works.

B - Proposed columnar hedge specification amended in key. 24.03.16 DLCB
 

C - Additional tree species shown in response to Tree Officer comments. 15.04.16 DLCB
 

D - Amended to latest MSA layout (Dwg. No. 30822-PL-101). 27.04.16 DLCB
 

E - Amended to latest MSA layout (Dwg. No. 30822-PL-101 Rev. E)
& to SCC comments.
 

27.07.16 DLCB
 

F - Amended to latest MSA layout (Dwg. No. 30822-PL-200A)

 

21.11.16 DLCB
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